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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an un-

usually elegant and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

NORMALIZING ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

BY USING THEIR RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS

ALAN G. LAW AND M. B. SLEDD

ABSTRACT.   Polynomials   P  (x) generated by a three-term recurrence

relation with suitably restricted coefficients are orthogonal with respect to

a (perhaps unknown) distribution  da(x)  on the real line.   An evaluation of

f    P  (x)dcL{x) is given in terms of the coefficients in the recurrence rela-

tion.   Knowledge of the distribution  da'x)   is unnecessary.

A three-term recurrence

P(x)=l,    P (x) = A x+B

(1)

Pn+l(x) = (AnX +  Bn)Pn{x) - C^^ix), 72 > 1,

where A    (72 > 0), B    (72 > 0),  and C    {n > 1) are real numbers for which
22 — 22 — ' 72 —

A  C  +, 4 0 (72 > 0),  generates a sequence |P i of polynomials in which P

is of degree exactly  72.   A necessary and sufficient condition that the poly-

nomials   P    be orthogonal on an interval  [a, b]  of the real line is   [l], [3]

that

(2) C /{A A     ,)> 0      (72 > 1).
22      22   22 —i —

Remark.   Orthogonality, as used here, means that there exists an inte-

grator a(x)  over an interval [a, b] (-°o < a < b < + °o)  such that

rb
P.{x)P.{x)da{x) = 0,       i 4 j,

Ja1!

where  a(x)  is bounded, is nondecreasing, and assumes infinitely many dif-

ferent values over [a, b\.
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If (2) is satisfied, the norm of each  P    can be computed directly from

the coefficients in (1), as indicated by the following

Theorem.   Suppose in (1) that  C /(A  A     , ) > 0 for all n> 1.  Thenrr v 22 22      22—1 ' —

A

[b P2{x)da{x) = JÏ C,C^C    ••• C     P da{x),       n > 1
J a      " A        l    2    3 "Ja -

Proof.   Since

72-1

x" = (AnA1A2...^_1)-1Pn(x) + X    aPix)
7=0

for some coefficients  an, a, , a., • • • , a
0'     I '     2 ' '     72—1 '

[b xnP {x)da{x) = {AnA, ■■■ A     .)-*   (b P2(x)da{x),       n>l.
Ja" ul "~l        J a      n ~

Multiplication throughout the recurrence (l)by x"     , followed by integration

and use of the orthogonality, then yields that

P P2{x)da{x) = -ALJA±    Cb P2     (x) da{x),       n>l.
Ja      " A Ja      "~l -

22

The proof can now be completed with a simple induction argument.

Remark.   Though the evaluation given by the theorem for   f     P (x) da(x)

depends on j     zia(x),   it is customary to normalize the integrator  a(x)  in

some way (for example, by requiring that   f    ria(x) = l);  and then the depen-

dence of the evaluation on the integrator disappears entirely.

This theorem has an obvious analog for recursively generated polyno-

mials which possess an orthogonality different from the type described above.

As an illustration, the Bessel polynomials  P    satisfy a recurrence (1) in

which  C 4iA  A     ,) < 0 for 72 > 1;  hence [3] they are not orthogonal polyno-227272—1 — J o r        J

mials associated with some distribution over some interval.  However, they

are orthogonal polynomials [2] with weight w(x) = exp(-2/x)  around the unit

circle   U in the complex plane.  A direct analog of the preceding theorem im-

plies that the Bessel polynomials   P    satisfy
n

f   P2{x)exp{-24x)dx=-^-    f   exp{-2/x)dx=^l)n+ 4nl
JU     " y 2n+ 1   JU 2n+ 1

for 72 > 0.
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